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Tom of Finland Foundation
1421 Laveta Terrace
Los Angeles, California 90026

Contact us at:
P.O. Box 26658, Los Angeles, CA 90026
213.250.1685
Administration@TomOfFinlandFoundation.org

TomOfFinlandFoundation.org

A 501(c)(3) Educational Archive

The Foundation has produced erotic art fairs in Los Angeles since 1995
The Foundation has a roster of 29 art fairs in its history.
Presently, we produce the Tom of Finland Art & Culture Festival at TOM house.

On our cover: Tom of Finland preparatory drawing #0960, Design by Rubén Esparza
ARTISTS

Alex La Cruz
AlexLaCruz.com
Photography

Boston Elements
BostonElements.com
Photography, Fashion, Publications

Gio Black Peter
GioBlackPeter.com
Paintings, Drawings, Film

Jeremy Lucido
JeremyLucido.com
Quarterly Homo Foto/Art-Zine

Michael Kirwan
KirwanArts.com
Exploration of Male Sexuality

Miguel Angel Reyes
Facebook.com/Miguel.ReyesIllustrator
ToFF Drawing Coordinator

Jordan Michael
JordanMichaelTM.wixsite.com/Booking
ToFF Artist in Residence

Suzanne Shifflett
SMShifflett.com
Paintings

Valentine
ValentineHooven@RocketMail.com
Drawings, Woodburnings, Commissions

Artspace
www.artspace.com
Framed Prints
Rugs
Textiles

Gio Black Peter

Jeremy Lucido
Antebellum
AntebellumGallery.BlogSpot.com

Round Hole, Square Peg
AC Gallery

Phil TARLEY
www.RubenEsparza.com

www.ArtistsCorner.us

Rick Castro
Champion Studios
FullMano
Joel-Peter Witkin
Kai Teichert
Reinfield
Rick Castro

Rubén Esparza
Billy Miller
- Straight to Hell
Bruce La Bruce
Enrique Castrejon
Josef Jasso
Lukas Beyeler
Naruki Kukita
Paul Buijs
Rafael Santiago
Rubén Esparza

Phil Tarley
Aaron Jay Young
Brooke Mason
Bruno Valenti
John Waiblinger
Leon Mostovoy
Mei Xian Qiu
Michael Grecco
Michael Palladino
Stefan Pinto
Van Jazmin

Michael Kirwan
Suzanne Shifflett

Valentine
Alton DuLaney

assume vivid astro focus

Pansy Ass

Miguel Angel Reyes

David Hurles

Martin of Holland
Saturday, October 1

Art Fair
Zine Lounge, Cigar Bar, Publications
11 AM – 6 PM

Life Drawing Sessions
Noon – 2 PM

Dance Party
6 - 10 PM

Celebration of Freedom
6 PM

Fashion Show
7 PM

Dance Your Ass Off
7:30 PM

HOSTED BY
JORDAN MICHAEL

SPECIAL GUEST
CAZWELL

Launch of GIFBOX.TV
by DAFFY LONDON

D J
RocketManLA.com
Literary Readings

Organizer & Host

Steven Reigns is the first City Poet of West Hollywood, author of numerous poetry collections, and has taught around the country to LGBT youth and people living with HIV. Currently he is touring The Gay Rub, an exhibition of rubbings from LGBT landmarks. www.StevenReigns.com.

Readers

Jamison Karon is an LA based writer and filmmaker. He is currently working on a collection of erotic nonfiction as the artist-in-residence at Tom of Finland Foundation. View his work at JamisonKaron.info

Eduardo Santiago’s first novel Tomorrow They Will Kiss won the Latino Book Award for Best Historical Novel. His next book, Midnight Rumba, won the New England Book Award - Best Fiction. Santiago currently teaches at Mt. San Jacinto College, and is the founder of the Idyllwild Authors Series.

Justin Sayre, writer and host of The Meeting of the International Order of Sodomites was called one of LA’s 16 Most Talented LGBT Comics by Frontiers Magazine and described by Michael Musto as “Oscar Wilde meets Whoopi Goldberg.” www.TheMeetingShow.com

Anna Joy Springer, is a cross-genre writer who investigates the intersection of sacredness, perversity, and interbeing. She is the author of The Vicious Red Relic, Love and The Birdwisher. An Associate Professor of Literature at UC San Diego and Director of its MFA Program, she teaches experimental writing, feminist literature & graphic texts.
Sunday, October 2

Art Fair
Zine Lounge, Cigar Bar, Publications
11 AM – 6 PM

Life Drawing Sessions
Noon – 2 PM

Literary Readings
2 - 3 PM

Awards Ceremony
3 PM

Award Recipients

Lifetime Achievement Award
Guy Baldwin

Artist Hall of Fame
REX
David Hurles

Artistic Achievement Award
Rubén Esparza

Silver Anniversary Award
The Leather Museum & Archives

Special Recognition for Volunteers
Marti Pike

Ongoing Dedication Award
Ad Schuring
A Century of Giving

On 8th May 2020, just four short years from now, we will celebrate the centenary of the birth of Touko Valio Laaksonen, known to us as Tom of Finland. Tom is one of the most internationally recognized erotic artists of the 20th century. His work, once censored, is now collected by leading art museums and regularly exhibited in galleries and museums around the world.

Many people are surprised to learn that from 1981-1991 Tom split his time between a house – TOM House – in Los Angeles and his home in Finland’s capital, Helsinki. In 1984, Tom and his cofounder, muse and partner Durk Dehner created Tom of Finland Foundation based in a historic craftsman style house in Echo Park. The Foundation has grown into one of the world’s most important centers for the collection, study and exhibition of homoerotic art, and an international safe haven for erotic art and anti-censorship advocacy.

Visitors find that our nonprofit Foundation is much more than a historic house with a sexy art collection. It’s an international member-based community of Queer-minded artists, scholars, collectors and enthusiasts who seek connections to the past with an eye toward the future. We live in a period of tremendous change for the LGBTQ community driven by technology and shifting views on sexual and gender identity. The Foundation seeks to engage, arouse and entertain its membership through a wide variety of exhibits, social events, publications, residencies and collaborations.

We have big plans for the future. This is your opportunity to continue your support of this unique community. By renewing or upgrading to another membership level (contributions are tax-deductible to the extend allowed by law) you will help us preserve Tom of Finland’s 100-year legacy, as well as chart a 21st century course for our homoerotic future.

Durk Dehner, President & Cofounder
S. R. Sharp, VP | Curator

Homo Riot Permanent Installation

In collaboration with Homo Riot, Tom of Finland Foundation is thrilled to premier the largest work of art it has ever commissioned. Homo Riot’s impetus for his current body of work was the passage of Prop 8 in California in 2008. Initially a “fuck you” to the general public for not supporting our rights, his work quickly became a message of positivity and support to the LGBTQ community adding to the conversation and expanding the idea of what it means to be Gay.

Special Thanks

The Foundation thanks Rubén Esparza & Red Studios, Steven Reigns, Homo Riot, Rick Castro, Please Do Not Enter, Rod Reynolds, Ken Goodpaster, Daffy London, Joakim Andreasson, Miguel Angel Reyes, Jeremy Lucido, Jamison Karon, Alton Dunaney and Louis Jansky for their generosity in committing both time and talent, making this Festival a greater success.
Kake is one of TOM’s most featured characters and the epitome of the Tom of Finland man. The raven haired, mustachioed and hypermasculine Kake is a reoccurring hero, touring the world on his motorcycle to spread and bed as many men as he can - and share his beautiful cock with the world.

The Tom of Finland Pleasure Tools team selected Kake’s quintessential cock from the pages of Tom of Finland: XXL, edited by Dian Hanson. Hand sculpted in clay by a local artisan, Kake’s iconic cock has been turned into an interactive piece of art.

Exclusively hand sculpted from original Tom of Finland art work!

- 13 inches
- Realistically textured
- Suction cup base
- Includes 11” x 17” art print
- Includes collectable dog tag
- Comes in acrylic collector case

www.TomOfFinlandTools.com